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Abstract 

Cathode material plays a crucial role in electro-Fenton process since its efficiency depends to 

the ability of the cathode material to generate H2O2 which control the production rate of 

hydroxyl radicals, the main oxidizing agent for destruction of organic pollutants. Therefore, 

this study focused on the role of different cathode materials (i.e., carbon sponge (CS) of five 

different porosities, carbon felt (CF), and stainless steel (SS)) on the electrochemical 

oxidation and mineralization of sulfamethazine (SMT) in aqueous solution. Prior to studying 

the degradation and mineralization power of the cathodes under examination, we performed a 

systematic study of the production of H2O2. It was found that all the carbon sponge cathodes 

give the high amounts of H2O2 in the solution, the most effective being the 45 ppi (pore per 

linear inch) porosity followed by carbon felt cathode. Stainless steel only gives poor amounts 

of H2O2 for current of 50 and 100 mA. The degradation and mineralization experiments were 

consistent with the yield of H2O2 for all electrolytic systems; electrolytic cells with higher 

H2O2 production capacity showed better performance on SMT degradation/mineralization. 

The most effective electrolytic system for SMT removal from polluted water was Pt/CS 45 

ppi reaching a mineralize rate of 91.1% at 300 mA while the less effective was Pt/SS with 

only 41% mineralization. 

Keywords: Electro-Fenton; Carbon felt; Carbon sponge, Sulfamethazine; Mineralization 
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Introduction 

Large amount of micropollutants (pesticides, dyes, biocides, pharmaceuticals and care 

products…) issued from different chemical industry activities are continuously discharged to 

the natural water bodies resulting in their accumulation due to their bio-refractory character. 

Nowadays, they are detected in natural water streams, even frequently in drinking water 

sources. The presence of these organic micropollutants and their environmental degradation 

products in water bodies represents a growing concern over the world [1-8]. These 

compounds are frequently toxic to water organisms as well as to humans leading, therefore to 

the intensification of research on new and clean water treatment techniques. The conventional 

water treatment methods developed so far do not provide total and permanent removal of 

organic micropollutants from water as they simply separate the organic contaminants [9,10] 

leading to the formation of concentrated waste (to be further displayed or incinerated) or to 

eliminate only the biodegradable fraction of organics [11].  

On the other hand, effective water treatment technologies, so called advanced oxidation 

processes (AOPs), were developed during the last decades [12-18]. Based on in situ 

generation of strong oxidants such as hydroxyl radical (•OH) with very high oxidation power 

(E° = 2.8 V/SHE) and high reactivity, AOPs are able to oxidize organic micropollutants until 

their ultimate oxidation degree, i.e., mineralization [19-21]. Among the AOPs, the best known 

is the Fenton process which relies on the reaction using Fenton's reagent (a mixture of H2O2 

and ferrous iron) to produce •OH according to the following reaction (Eq. (1)): 

H2O2 + Fe2+ → Fe3+ + OH– + •OH       (1) 

The oxidation of organics by •OH generated from Fenton's reagent is relatively efficient, but 

this process suffers from several drawbacks that decrease the process efficiency; the most 
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important ones being: (i) the use of relatively high amounts of chemicals (reagent cost) [22], 

(ii) production of ferric hydroxide sludge [14] and (iii) involvement of wasting reactions 

between •OH and Fenton's reagent due to the high concentrations of H2O2 and Fe2+ in the 

reaction medium [22]. More recently, a technology called electro-Fenton process [23-29] has 

been developed in order to overcome these drawbacks. Electro-Fenton process takes 

advantages of electrochemistry by generating H2O2 in situ from two-electron reduction of 

dissolved O2 on a suitable cathode. To start the process, a catalytic amount of a ferrous iron 

salt is added to the solution as catalyst (Fe2+) source [23] and then these ions are 

electrocatalytically regenerated from reduction of Fe3+ ions issued from Fenton’s reaction 

(Eq. (1)). Thus, •OH radicals produced through electrocatalytically generated Fenton's reagent 

(H2O2 + Fe2+) in the bulk react quickly with organic pollutants that are hydroxylated and 

finally destroyed [24-27]. The efficiency of the electro-Fenton process depends on several 

operating parameters such as applied current, catalyst concentration, electrode material, 

solution pH, etc. [22, 24, 30-34]. Among these parameters, the role of the cathode material is 

crucial for the efficiency of electro-Fenton process since it determines the yield of H2O2 

which in its turn influences the generation rate of •OH according to the Eq. (1) [35-38]. The 

increase in concentration of H2O2 leads to the rise in •OH generation rate according to the 

Fenton reaction (Eq. (1)) and finally the destruction of contaminants is enhanced. Therefore, 

this work aims at investigating and comparing the effectiveness of three cathode materials: 

stainless steel, carbon felt and carbon sponge with 5 different ppi in the electro-Fenton 

process always using platinum electrode as anode.  

A systematic study of the effect of anode material on the electro-Fenton process has been 

already reported [39, 40]. The present study focuses on the effect of cathode material on the 

efficiency of electro-Fenton process. Therefore, the comparative efficiency of different 

cathode material commonly used, such as stainless steel, carbon felt and carbon sponge of 
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five different porosities (as a new cathode material), was performed based on the oxidative 

degradation and mineralization of a target pollutant: the sulfamethazine (SMT). SMT belongs 

to the group of sulfonamide pharmaceuticals widely used as antibacterial drugs and food 

additives in livestock production and is one of the most frequently used sulphonamides. As a 

consequence, it is widely present in natural water systems [40-42]. It has been observed that 

SMT represents toxic effects to daphnia magna [43], fertility effects in mice [44] and thyroid 

hormone homeostasis in rats [45]. We therefore selected this drug as a model pollutant to test 

the performance of different cathode material in terms of production of H2O2 generation 

ability, capacity of oxidation and mineralization as a function of applied current, the main 

parameter in electro-Fenton process. 

2. Experimental Section 

2.1  Chemicals 

The model molecule SMT (C12H14N4O2S, 4-amino-N-(4,6-dimethylpyrimidin-2-yl) benzene-

1-sulfonamide) was a sigma Aldrich product (≥ 99% purity) and used without further 

purification. Methanol and H3PO4 used in the preparation of HPLC eluents, and Na2SO4 (> 

99% purity) employed as supporting electrolyte, were supplied by Sigma-Aldrich and Fluka. 

FeSO4•7H2O (99% purity) used as source of ferrous iron (catalyst), TiCl4 (99.9%) and H2SO4 

(98%) used to prepare the titanium reagent for H2O2 analysis were obtained from Acros. 

HPLC eluents and SMT working solutions were prepared with ultra-pure water obtained from 

a Millipore Milli-Q system with resistivity > 18 MΩ cm at room temperature. Potassium 

hydrogen phthalate (99.5%) used for total organic carbon analyzer (TOC) calibration was 

purchased from Shimadzu, France.  

2.2. Electrolytic system 
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The experiments were carried out in a 250 mL electrolytic cell containing a platinum (Pt) 

anode and the given cathode, all of 6 cm × 3.5 cm geometric surface area. The Pt anode was 

purchased from PLATECXIS (France) whereas the cathodes were provided by different 

companies: carbon felt (MERSEN, France, density 0.08 g cm-3, surface area (via nitrogen) 0.7 

m2/g); different pore size carbon sponges (reticulated vitreous carbon, ElectroCell Europe, 

Denmark, 0.050 g cm-3, with 30, 45, 60, 80 and 100 ppi (pores per linear inch) that that 

correspond respectively to 17.1, 25.6, 34.2, 45.6 and 57.0 cm2/cm3), stainless steel 

(Goodfellow, France). The thickness of cathodes was: stainless steel: 2 mm, carbon felt: 5 

mm, carbon sponge: 8 mm. Spacing of electrodes was 2.5 cm. SEM images and BET  

surfaces of these carbon electrodes as well as the characteristics provided by marketing 

companies can be found in the Supplementary Materials Section, SM-1 and SM-2.  

A Hameg HM8040 triple power supply was used to monitor the electrochemical cell which is 

equipped with a magnetic stirrer to homogenize the solution. 

First, the capacity of H2O2 production of each cathode relative to the oxygen reduction 

reaction was monitored and measured during the electrolysis of a 50 mM Na2SO4 aqueous 

solution adjusted at pH 3. Compressed air was continuously bubbled through the solution to 

provide the oxygen needed for H2O2 generation. The experimental trials were conducted at six 

different currents: 50, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 500 mA.  

Similarly, the electrolysis of the SMT solutions was performed in a 250 mL electrochemical 

cell. Oxidation of target pollutant SMT was carried out at room temperature and at pH = 3, 

the optimal value for electro-Fenton process [24, 26, 46]. The pH was measured with a 

CyberScan pH 1500 pH-meter from Eutech Instruments. The experiments were performed 

under current-controlled electrolysis conditions, at various constant currents from 50 to 500 

mA for electrooxidation and mineralization trials. Aqueous solutions containing 0.2 mM (28.8 

mg L-1) SMT and 50 mM Na2SO4 (supporting electrolyte) and 0.2 mM Fe2+ (catalyst) were 
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used for electrooxidation and mineralization experiments. Samples (20 µL for degradation 

kinetics and 3 mL for mineralization measurements) were withdrawn at pre-set time intervals 

in order to assess the concentration decay kinetics of SMT as well as the mineralization rate 

of treated solutions as a function current and electrolysis time. 

The solution pH was monitored during the electrolysis; it never varied by more than 0.2 unit 

and no formation of sludge was observed. The stability of the cathodes was inspected visually 

and no change could be observed, it remained mechanically stable. In addition, the cathode 

was rinsed and immersed in a hydrochloric acid solution to remove any possible iron 

hydroxide precipitates.  With this treatment the cathode could be reused for many experiments 

without any loss of performance. 

 

2.3. Analytical procedures 

The evolution of hydrogen peroxide during electrolysis was monitored by following the 

concentration of the complex formed between H2O2 and Ti4+. The kinetics of H2O2 generation 

was established by withdrawing aliquots of 5 mL at given time scales that were introduced in 

a flask of 25 mL. In each aliquot 2 mL of TiCl4 solution were added; they were prepared 

previously in 1 M H2SO4: 10 mL TiCl4 in 1 L of 1 M H2SO4 + 2 mL of concentrated H2SO4 

(18 M) and the final volume was completed to 25 mL with the pure water. Then the sample 

was measured at the maximum absorption wave length (423 nm) in a quartz vessel of 1 cm 

optical path. The absorption coefficient of the complex formed between H2O2 and Ti4+ was 

calculated from the slope of the calibration curve prepared with standard H2O2 solutions. 

Finally, the concentration of H2O2 was determined from the calibration curve according to the 

Beer-Lambert law using A Perkin-Elmer Lambda 10 UV/Vis spectrometer.  

The time course decay of the SMT concentration during its electrooxidation was followed by 

a reversed phase HPLC using a Merck Lachrom chromatograph equipped with a quaternary 

pump L-7100, fitted with a Purospher RP 18, 5 µm, 25 cm x 4.6 mm (id) column at 40° C and 
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coupled with a L-7455 DAD detector selected at optimum wave length of 244 nm. The 

analysis of SMT decay was carried out isocratically with a mobile phase composed of 

methanol/phosphoric acid (1%) 90:10 (v/v) at a flow rate of 0.8 mL min-1. Under these 

conditions, SMT showed a well-defined peak at retention time of 13.8 min. Samples of 20 µL 

were injected into the HPLC and measurements were controlled through EZ-Chrom Elite 3.1 

software. 

The extent of mineralization of electrolyzed solutions during the electro-Fenton treatment of 

SMT was assessed from the abatement of their TOC value, determined on a Shimadzu TOC-

VCSH analyzer according to the thermal catalytic oxidation principle. The carrying gas was 

oxygen with a flow rate of 150 mL min-1. The temperature in the oven was 680 oC. Platinum 

was used as catalyst in order to carry out the combustion reaction at this temperature. 

Calibration of the TOC analyzer was done with potassium hydrogen phthalate standards. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

During the electro-Fenton process, the Fenton’s reagent (which leads to the formation of the 

main oxidizing agent, •OH), is generated on the cathode surface; therefore its nature plays a 

crucial role for the effective destruction of organic pollutants. In the following parts, the 

experimental data obtained with different cathodes will be presented, namely: carbon sponge 

of five different porosities, carbon felt, and stainless steel. The production rate of H2O2 is a 

limiting parameter in electro-Fenton process. It strongly depends on the nature of cathode 

material but its optimum production conditions differ from those for the degradation of SMT. 

Therefore, in a first step, the ability of each cathode material to generate H2O2 was determined 

by analyzing the concentration of this species. The degradation kinetics and mineralization 

experiments were then performed using platinum as anode for all the cathodes studied. 
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3.1.  Dosage of H2O2 in different electrolytic cells 

Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the concentration of H2O2 with time for the carbon sponge 

cathodes of 45 and 80 ppi (pores per linear inch) porosities. The production of H2O2 starts 

when the current begins to flow through the cell due to the electrochemical reduction of 

dissolved oxygen, (Eq. (2)). It is high at the beginning of the electrolysis until it reaches a 

plateau and then remains almost constant. The plateau appears when the production rate of 

H2O2 (Eq. (2)) at cathode equals the rate of its destruction by thermal decomposition (Eq. (3)) 

and electrochemical oxidation (Eq. (4)) [24, 47]. 

O2 + 2H+ + 2e– → H2O2        (2) 

2H2O2 → O2 + 2H2O         (3) 

H2O2 → HO2
• + H+ + e–        (4) 

The evolution of H2O2 is very fast because it is mainly formed during the first 20 min and the 

plateau is reached within 1 h for lower (50, 100 and 200 mA) and within 40 min for higher 

(300-500 mA) current values. In general, the plateau of H2O2 concentration is reached earlier 

for carbon sponge of 45 ppi (Fig. 1a) than for 80 ppi porosity (Fig. 1b). More interestingly, 

carbon sponge of 45 ppi provides higher amounts of H2O2 than the 80 ppi porosity, owing to 

its more favorable macrostructure which provides better mass transport conditions. The 

maximal concentration of H2O2 production for both cathodes is reached at 100 mA whereas 

higher current values led to lower production due to the enhancement of the rate of side 

reactions (Eq. (5)) [24, 48] that compete with H2O2 generation (Eq. (2)), but also Eqs. (3) and 

(4) that consume H2O2. Therefore, the maximal H2O2 concentrations in the electrolytic cell 

were 3.5 mM (119 mg L-1) and 2.4 mM (81.6 mg L-1) for 45 and 80 ppi carbon sponge 

cathodes, respectively.  

O2 + 4H+ + 4e- → 2H2O        (5) 
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To compare with the generation H2O2 on carbon sponge, the same experiments were 

performed with two other cathodes: carbon felt and stainless steel; the results are depicted on 

the Fig. 2. As before, the amount of H2O2 produced was improved when the applied current 

increased from 50 to 100 mA and then slowed down for high currents. A very large amounts 

of H2O2 is produced at the early stage of electrolysis and, depending on the current applied, a 

plateau is attained from 20 min to 1 h. The capacity of the carbon felt cathode for H2O2 

production was much lower than that of the carbon sponge, the maximal concentration 

accumulated for the optimal current of 100 mA being 1.2 mM (45.2 mg L-1); 2.6 times lower 

than the 45 ppi carbon sponge. As for the stainless steel cathode, it provided very low H2O2 

concentrations for currents of 50 and 100 mA and its concentration could not be quantified at 

higher currents due to the very small amounts generated and to the fast oxidation at the anode 

according to the Eq. (4). 

3.2. The effect of current and cathode material on the degradation rate of SMT  

To evaluate the effect of cathode material on the efficiency of the electro-Fenton process, the 

oxidative degradation of SMT was performed in an electrolytic cell of 250 mL at different 

current values. Samples were withdrawn at regular intervals and analyzed by HPLC. Fig. 3 

shows the effect of the current on the kinetics of SMT oxidative degradation using carbon 

sponge cathodes of different porosity (30, 45, 60, 80 and 100 ppi). Clearly the rate of 

degradation of SMT increases with current as the result of higher •OH production due to the 

enhanced rates of the electrochemical reactions for H2O2 and Fe2+ generation in cathode and 

chemically adsorbed •OH radicals on the anode (Eq. (6)) including the regeneration of Fe2+. 

Analysis of the curves of concentration decay indicates that the oxidative degradation of SMT 

is always governed by pseudo first order reaction kinetics. In fact, all the tested cathodes 

exhibit an excellent efficiency for degradation without any significant differences observed 
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between them. The degradation rate is the lowest with the 30 ppi cathode, it increases for 45 

ppi close to 60 ppi and it decreases slightly for 80 and 100 ppi. An optimal current value is 

attained at 300-400 mA for the degradation efficiency of SMT while the maximum 

concentration of H2O2 is reached at 100 mA as discussed above (sub-section 3.1). These 

results can be explained by two facts: (i) H2O2 reacts with Fe2+ according to the Eq. (1) as it is 

formed; consequently it is not accumulated in the solution avoiding its thermal or 

electrochemical decomposition reactions, (ii) there is an additional contribution to the 

oxidation of SMT: heterogeneous •OH radicals (formed by anodic oxidation of water 

according to the Eq. (6)), particularly at high current values. Although Pt(•OH) [24] is 

chemically adsorbed on the anode surface, it can oxidize SMT molecules in its vicinity. 

Pt + H2O → Pt(•OH) + H+ + e–        (6) 

On the other hand, the degradation kinetics of SMT is progressively slowed down when 

increasing current value beyond 300-400 mA (the difference between 300 and 400 mA is very 

small). These values are gathered in Table 1. 

This fact is generally observed in EAOPs and can be explained by the increase of wasting 

effect of parasitic reactions that commonly occur during the electrochemical advanced 

oxidation such as: (i) H2 evolution at cathode which competes with 2-electron O2 reduction to 

H2O2 (Eq. (2)), (ii) reduction of H2O2 at the cathode (Eq. (7)) [49], (iii) O2 evolution at anode 

which compete with generation of Pt(•OH) (Eq. (6)) and (iv) dimerization of •OH (Eq. (8)) at 

high concentration [24]. 

H2O2 + 2 H+ + 2 e– → 2 H2O       (7) 

2 •OH → H2O2          (8) 
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For comparison, the effect of current on oxidation of SMT with carbon felt and stainless steel 

cathodes is presented in Fig. 4. The rate of SMT degradation increases with applied current 

from 50 to 200-300 mA where the limit of oxidation rate is attained. Then it decreases 

significantly from 300 to 500 mA (Fig. 4a). The degradation kinetics is significantly slower 

compared to Pt/carbon sponge cell that presents a higher production rate of H2O2. The 

experiments performed with a stainless steel cathode reveal a strongly different behavior (Fig. 

4b) with a very slow SMT degradation kinetics. The concentration of SMT decays with time 

according to pseudo first order reaction kinetics but at the contrary to carbon sponge or carbon 

felt cathodes, all the curves present smaller slopes indicating a slow production of H2O2 in the 

solution. In this case, the degradation of SMT occurs mostly by anodic oxidation (through 

Pt(•OH) produced at anode surface according to the equation (6)) and the limit of optimal 

current is attained at 300-400 mA. Also in all cases the complete oxidation of SMT requires 

significantly more time; it is still present in the solution after a 90 min electrolysis even at the 

most effective current values. 

In order to summarize the performance of cathodes under examination, the values of apparent 

rate constants for the oxidative degradation of SMT obtained from semi-logarithmic plots ln 

(C0/C) = f (t), assuming pseudo-first order reaction kinetics, are gathered in Table 1. The rate 

constants increase with the currents until an optimal value. The optimal current value for 

which the highest rate constant is observed depends to the cathode material. It is attained at 

300 – 400 mA for carbon sponge of 30 – 60 ppi, 200 – 300 mA for carbon sponge of 80 – 100 

ppi and carbon felt, and 300 mA for stainless steel cathodes. 

Based on the obtained results, the best cathode for degradation of SMT was the carbon sponge 

of 45 ppi exhibiting excellent removal rates. If one excludes the inefficient SS, the lowest rate 

constants were obtained with 30 and 100 ppi carbon sponge. On the other side, all the carbon 

sponge cathodes performed better than carbon felt. The stainless steel cathode provides poor 
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capacity for the oxidation of SMT due to its very low production of hydroxyl radicals because 

of its very small specific surface area that contrasts with the carbon based cathodes with large 

surface area (owing to their 3D structure).  

Moreover, the results showed a significant difference between carbon sponge and carbon felt. 

This difference can be explained by considering the hydrodynamic conditions in the bulk. 

Although the carbon felt is a very porous material with a large specific surface area than 

carbon sponge (as can be seen from BET surface analysis (SM-1 and Fig. SM-1) and SEM 

images(SM-2), its denser physical structure hampers the mass transfer to the depth of the 

cathode. In the same way one can explain the difference rate constants of degradation 

observed between carbon sponge cathodes of different porosity; degradation capacity 

increases from 30 ppi (structure close to carbon felt) to 45 ppi owing to the favorable mass 

transport conditions, then decreases slightly for 60 ppi and more strongly for 80 and 100 ppi 

porosities due to the decrease of specific surface area. 

3.3. Efficiency of different cathodes for mineralization of SMT solution 

Mineralization experiments were performed to estimate the oxidizing power of the electro-

Fenton process with different cathodes. Experiments were conducted under the same 

conditions as the degradation experiments by applying currents of 50, 100, 300 and 500 mA. 

The results obtained in terms of TOC removal efficiency for five carbon sponge cathodes are 

given in the Fig. 5. The efficiency of TOC abatement follows a similar trend as for oxidation 

experiments. The degree of TOC removal was the lowest for 30 ppi carbon sponge cathode; it 

increased for 45 ppi being almost same for 60 ppi and then decreased for 80 and 100 ppi 

porosities. The maximum TOC removal of 91.1% was achieved with the 45 ppi cathode at the 

optimal current value of 300 mA. The TOC removal curves obtained at 500 mA are almost 

identical to those obtained at 300 mA, highlighting the fact that no enhancement in 

mineralization efficiency obtained for currents above 300 mA.  
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Conversely, lower mineralization efficiencies of SMT solution (in terms of TOC removal 

percentage) were obtained with carbon felt and stainless steel cathodes (Fig. 6). The 

maximum TOC abatement value was 55.7% (Fig. 6a) and 37.1 % (Fig. 6b) for carbon felt and 

stainless steel cathodes, respectively, at 300 mA. It can be noticed that the curves of 

mineralization kinetics are closer each to others inversely to carbon sponge cathodes. This 

behavior can be explained by a high amount of H2O2 production even at lower currents. At 

currents over 300 mA, the increase in H2O2 production is hampered by intensification of 

wasting reactions (5) – (8) discussed above. The extent of mineralization attained with 

stainless steel cathode was significantly lower compared to carbonaceous cathodes due to its 

poorer ability to produce H2O2.  

The results depicted on the Table 2 show that the most effective cathode both for SMT 

oxidation and mineralization is the 45 ppi carbon sponge. However, carbon sponge of 60 ppi 

provided results close to that of the 45 ppi carbon sponge cathode. The 80 and 100 ppi carbon 

sponges showed lesser performance compared to the 45 ppi cathode. It is worth noticing that 

all carbon sponge cathodes provided remarkably better efficiency in electro-Fenton process 

than carbon felt and stainless steel cathodes. TOC abatement with stainless steel was the 

lowest whereas carbon felt exhibited mediate TOC removal extent. High surface area and 

rigid and porous structure of carbon sponge provide very good mass transport conditions 

leading to higher amounts of H2O2 production and faster Fe2+ (catalyst) electro-regeneration, 

resulting in high mineralization efficiencies. Stainless steel does not provide interesting 

mineralization degrees because of its small surface area and poor H2O2 production ability. 

The mineralization current efficiency (MCE%) is an important parameter of electrochemical 

processes. In order to compare the current efficiency of different cathode material, this 

parameter was determined for each cathode according to the Eq. (9) [50], 
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MCE (%) =  × 100      (9) 

where I is the current (in A), F is the Faraday constant (96,487 C mol-1), Vs is the solution 

volume (in L), Δ(TOC)exp is the experimental TOC decay (in mg L-1), 4.32×107 is a 

conversion factor to homogenize units (=3600 s h-1 × 12 000 mg of C mol-1), m is the number 

of carbon atoms of SMT (= 12) and t is the electrolysis time (h). The number of electrons n 

consumed per SMT molecule during the mineralization process was taken as 84, according to 

Eq. (10).  

C12H14N4O2S + 38 H2O → 12CO2 + 4NO3
- + SO4

2- + 90 H+ + 84 e–   (10) 

This reaction was written according to the results obtained by Sopaj et al. [40] in a previous 

report noting the predominant formation of ammonium compared to ammonia.  

The results depicted in Figs. (7) and (8) are obtained from corresponding mineralization data 

of the Figs. (5) and (6) respectively. As can be seen from Figs. (7) and (8), the initial MCE% 

values are relatively high for all cathodes at low currents and decrease at high currents and 

with time. As the electrolysis proceeds, there is less organic matter in the solution leading a 

decrease of the reaction rate with •OH and consequently of TOC removal rate. On the other 

hand, the low MCE% values for high currents can be related to the loss of electrical energy 

through side reactions such as hydrogen evolution reaction at the cathode and oxygen 

evolution reaction at the anode in addition of H2O2 decomposition on electrodes (Eqs. (4) and 

(8).  

These results clearly show the superiority of the carbon sponge over carbon felt. The stainless 

steel appears as the less effective cathode material with a very low MCE% values at all 

currents as a consequence of its poor H2O2 generation ability and therefore its low •OH 

production. In this case, the mineralization occurs mainly at the surface of Pt anode which has 
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a low oxidation power. Obviously the most powerful cathode for mineralization (in term of 

TOC removal) of SMT solution is the 45 ppi carbon sponge leading the highest MCE% value 

at short electrolysis times; MCE% decreases at longer electrolysis times but remains always 

higher than the other cathodes materials under study.  

4. Conclusions 

The performance of different cathodes was compared during the oxidative degradation and 

mineralization of the aqueous solution of the SMT drug by electro-Fenton process. The ability 

of carbon sponges with different porosities, carbon felt and stainless steel cathodes to produce 

H2O2 was tested in an electrochemical cell with a Pt anode. Carbon sponge cathodes exhibited 

remarkably better results than carbon felt, the classical cathode for electro-Fenton process, 

which, in turn, provided significantly better results than the stainless steel cathode. Among the 

carbon sponge cathodes, the best results were achieved with the 45 ppi cathode. Among the 

carbon sponge cathode, the best results were achieved with the 45 ppi carbon sponge cathode. 

The better performance of carbon sponges and in particular that of the 45 ppi carbon sponge 

can be attributed to its favorable mass transport conditions. Its high specific surface area and 

high porosity allow very good circulation of the solution through this 3D cathode. Therefore 

molecular oxygen can easily reach its surface, promoting the generation of H2O2 which, in 

turn, can move freely towards the bulk of the solution where it reacts with Fe2+ to produce 

hydroxyl radicals. In contrast, the transport of O2 and H2O2 in the mass of cathode is 

hampered in the case of carbon felt due to its more dense structure leading to lower H2O2 

generation. At the contrary, of the above carbonaceous cathodes, stainless steel is a 2D 

material with a relatively small surface and low production of H2O2 leading very low •OH 

concentration in the bulk solution and consequently poor oxidation/mineralization results for 

removal of SMT. 
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Table Captions 

 

Table 1. Values of apparent rate constants (kapp) observed during degradation of SMT by 

electro-Fenton process as a function of the cathode material and applied current. 

I (mA) kapp (min-1) 

 CS130 
ppi 

CS45 
ppi 

CS60 
ppi 

CS80 
ppi 

CS100 
ppi 

CF2 SS3 

50 0.11 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.06 0.03 

100 0.22 0.34 0.28 0.28 0.29 0.07 0.04 

200 0.36 0.49 0.43 0.42 0.38 0.14 0.06 

300 0.41 0.60 0.50 0.43 0.39 0.16 0.07 

400 0.43 0.61 0.48 0.41 0.37 0.11 0.07 

500 0.37 0.57 0.38 0.33 0.31 0.09 0.06 

1 carbon sponge, 2 carbon felt, 3 stainless steel  
 

 

 

Table 2. TOC removal degrees obtained with different cathodes during electro-Fenton 

treatment of 0.1 mM SMT aqueous solution as a function of applied current. 

I (mA) % TOC removal 8h 

 CS130 ppi CS45 ppi CS60 ppi CS80 ppi CS100 ppi CF2 SS3 

50 46.5 63.4 62.1 54.8 54.1 43.4 20.9 

100 67.7 76.6 74.3 69.7 69.7 49.7 29.9 

300 80.2 91.1 91.2 83.9 82.6 55.6 37.2 

500 79.5 90.1 83.6 83.3 80.7 56.6 41.2 

1 carbon sponge, 2 carbon felt 3 stainless steel  
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Figure captions 

Figure 1. Evolution of H2O2 concentration during electrolysis of O2 in the cells equipped with 

Pt anode and carbon sponge cathodes of (a) 45 ppi and (b) 80 ppi porosities under continuous 

air bubbling conditions. Vs = 250 mL, [Na2SO4] = 50 mM, pH = 3. 

Figure 2. Evolution of H2O2 concentration in the cells with carbon felt (a) and stainless steel 

(b) cathodes, under continuous air bubbling conditions. Anode: Pt, Vs = 250 mL, [Na2SO4] = 

50 mM, pH = 3. 

Figure 3. Effect of current on the degradation rate of SMT during electro-Fenton oxidation 

using Pt anode/carbon sponge (CS) cathode of different porosities: (a) Pt/CS-30 ppi, b) Pt/CS-

45 ppi, c) Pt/CS-60 ppi, d) Pt/CS-80 ppi and e) Pt/CS-100 ppi. Vs = 250 mL, [SMT] = 0.2 

mM, [Fe2+] = 0.2 mM, [Na2SO4] = 50 mM, pH = 3. 

Figure 4. Effect of current on the degradation kinetic of SMT in the (a) Pt /carbon felt cell 

and (b) Pt/stainless steel cell. Vs = 250 mL, [SMT] = 0.2 mM, [Fe2+] = 0.2 mM, [Na2SO4] = 

50 mM, pH = 3. 

Figure 5. Effect of current on the mineralization of SMT in the Pt/Carbon sponge cell with 

different carbon sponge porosities: a) 30 ppi, b) 45 ppi, c) 60 ppi, d) 80 ppi, e) 100 ppi. Vs = 

250 mL, [SMT] = 0.2 mM, [Fe2+] = 0.2 mM, [Na2SO4] = 50 mM, pH = 3. 

Figure 6. Effect of current on the mineralization of 0.2 mM SMT solutions in the a) 

Pt/Carbon felt cell, b) Pt/Stainless steel cell. Vs = 250 mL, [Fe2+] = 0.2 mM, [Na2SO4] = 50 

mM, pH = 3. 

Figure 7. MCE% initial values and evolution with electrolysis time of carbon sponge 

cathodes of different porosities: (a) 30 ppi, (b) 45 ppi, (c) 60 ppi, (d) 80 ppi, (e) 100 ppi. Vs = 

250 mL, [SMT] = 0.2 mM, [Fe2+] = 0.2 mM, [Na2SO4] = 50 mM, pH = 3. 

Figure 8. MCE% initial values and evolution with electrolysis time during mineralization of 

0.2 mM SMT solutions in: Pt/Stainless (a) and Pt/Carbon felt (b) cells. Vs = 250 mL, [Fe2+] = 

0.2 mM, [Na2SO4] = 50 mM, pH = 3. 
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